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List of Rewards
Using the computer
Using the copy machine
Sitting near the class pet
Telling a joke to the class
Being the teacher for 10 minutes
Having something laminated
Chewing gum in class for 15 minutes
Leading or making up a class rap
Doing only half of one assignment
Having your name in the class newspaper
Getting special recognition from the principal
Wearing a mask to lunch for the day
Shaking hands with the entire class
Being the neat desk or locker inspector
Staring out the window for 10 minutes
Having school lunch with someone special
Taking home a class game for one night
Keeping a special stu�ed animal on your desk
Shooting baskets in mini-basket hung on door
Sitting in any chair you’d like for the afternoon
Getting the Thumps Up from the whole class
Signing your papers as Superman for the week
Leaving 2 minutes early to lunch, recess, or the bus
Wearing “My teacher thinks I’m great!” pin or shirt
Choosing the book for the teacher to read to the class
Thumbing through magazines for 20 minutes
Wearing a hat in the classroom for the afternoon
Taking your shoes o� for an hour
Designing a special section in the class newsletter
Choosing any classroom job for the week
Having the teacher call your parents to brag about you
Writing on the board or overhead for one assignment
Bringing in and listening to your favorite CD for 15 minutes
Having a special sign displayed on your desk
Sharpening your pencil without asking for the day
Being the line leader
Receiving a piece of candy during snack time

Learning a magic trick
Taking a 5 minute break
Taking attendance or lunch count
Using stamps and ink pads
Taping yourself read a story
Having lunch with the teacher
Wearing sunglasses all afternoon
Working on a classroom mural
Getting free time in the media center
Using a special pen or pencil for the day
Wearing your clothes backwards for a day
Playing the radio in class for 20 minutes
Tossing balloons in class for 15 minutes
Writing the assignment on the board
Sitting at the teacher’s desk for 30 minutes
Moving your desk to a new location for the day
Spending recess inside playing a game with a special friend
Making a 5 min. speech to the class on a topic of your choice
Receiving class applause
Making up and teaching a new secret handshake
Use special stationary to write or send a letter
Decorating the bulletin board or classroom door
Putting stickers on the papers as the teacher corrects them
Working with the radio on for 30 mins.
Recording the spelling test on the cassette recorder
Reading a story to younger children or someone special
Having lunch in the classroom with a special table cloth and a friend
Sending someone a Valentine (when it’s not even Valentine’s Day)
Wearing rabbit ears, a clown nose, or crazy glasses for one hour
Making an announcement over the school’s intercom
Having your photo taken or taking a photo
Sitting in the special chair
Getting total listening time from the teacher or principal for 5 mins.
Being a helper in the kindergarten, lunch room, media center, or o�ce
Making a greeting card on the computer
Listening to a scary, funny, spooky, or silly book on tape
Playing a game with a classmate for 15 minutes


